MAKING OUR YOUTH ALIVE

ONE YEAR ADVENTIST YOUTH SOCIETY PROGRAM FORMAT

PREPARED BY

ARDEN JUNE GUILLERMO DUMPASAN
ADVENTIST YOUTH SOCIETY

The Adventist Youth Society is a department of the church through which the church works for and through her youth.

OBJECTIVES:
1. To train the youth to work for other youth.
2. To recruit the youth to help their church and "those who profess to be Sabbath keepers."
3. To work "for those who are not of our Faith."

AIM: "The Advent Message to All the World in This Generation."
MOTTO: "The love of Christ Constraineth Us."

AYS OFFICERS:
- Youth Leader
- Associate Youth Leader
- Secretary
- Treasurer
- Assistant secretary
- Treasurer
- Chorister
- Pianist
- Organist
- Guitarist
- Sponsor

THE ADVENTIST SOCIETY COUNCIL:

AYS Officers, Lay Activities leader, Youth Sabbath School Leader, Pathfinder Club Director, Principal of the Junior Academy, the sponsor and the Pastor. The Youth Leader, who is a member of the church board, chairs this council.

The foregoing list of ideas is not by any means exhausted. Each section can be developed further by any up and coming group of young people and their sponsors. The ideas given for a planned variety and to challenged Adventist Youth and Leaders to greater creativity.

SING TIME
Sing different songs — don’t get into a rut with the same old favorites
Learn new songs regularly
Build your sing time around a hymn quiz occasionally.
Build your song service around favorites of your church leaders.
Use instruments – guitar, piano, organ, etc.
Have a series of “Alphabets” songs one week all beginning with A – F, follow the week from G – K, etc.
Vary the type of songs used; some hymns addressed to God, some to gospel songs.
Take a survey of your group’s favorites – sing the top five.

TITLE OF SCRIPTURE READING
Have three or four readers alternate
Have one or more individuals’ memory verses on parts of passages to recite.
Have a passage read responsively
Sing your Scripture reading by singing Scriptural hymns

PRAYER TIME
Call for volunteers if your group is spiritually advanced to respond
Call for sentence prayer
Secure prayer request from the group
Don’t always call on the limited few who usually pray – encourage others.
Prepare for prayer time in different ways:
By reading selected Scripture
Prayer promises
Prayer exhortation, etc.
By singing an appropriate hymn at the start and close of prayer.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Use publicity skits or pantomimes
Present in news cast style
Use two people, giving announcement in unison or different parts alternately
Use flash card
Short talk by your group artist
Planned interruptions – young people stand up and just speak audibly

SPECIAL MUSIC
Use vocalist and instrumentalist separately and together
Use soloist and ensembles occasionally
Use children’s choir
Use the audience

MESSAGE TIME
This can take many forms, such as:
Dialogue
One speaker
Interview
Object lessons
Discussions (round table, open forum, panel)
Chalk talk
Charts
Question box or quiz type of message time
Film strip or gospel film
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PLAYLET

Divide the congregation into groups and select a leader.

SINGSPRATION

THEME INTRODUCTION/GROUPINGS

SCRIPTURE READING: JAMES 1:5

PRAYER BY GROUPS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SPECIAL SONG

MEMORY VERSE (individual)

GROUP VERSE (20 minutes)

GROUP PRESENTATION (with their theme song)

SPONSOR’S MESSAGES

CLOSING SONG

GROUP BENEDICTION

The A.Y. leader will be the one to give the playlet to each group.

Example: Dramatize the story of Moses from Egypt to Canaan’s land.

Theme song: How did Moses cross the red sea?
SONG LEADER
POEM
WELCOME /THEME
OPENING HYMN
SCRIPTURE READING; JOSHUA 24; 14, 15
OPENING PRAYER
3 TIPS ON HOW TO MAKE YOUR FAMILY HAPPY
SPECIAL MUSIC (FAMILY)
MESSAGES (THE WHOLE FAMILY WILL SEAT AROUND THE TABLE)
3 TIPS ON HOW TO MAKE YOUR FAMILY HAPPY
SPECIAL SONG (FAMILY)
BIBLE QUIZ (family in the bible)
CHURCH FAMILY AWARDEES:
Most cooperative/most punctual
Most neat and clean/family of the year
AY SPONSORS
SUMMARY
CLOSING SONG
CLOSING PRAYER
ANNOUNCEMENTS
BOOK REVIEW
Select one book from the writings of E.G. White. Each speaker must have a topic from this book to be discussed within 15 minutes. The speakers may use large pictures or drawings from this book to add more interest.

HYMN TIME
THEME INTRODUCTION
OPENING HYMN
SCRIPTURE READING: EPHESIANS 4:11-14
PRAYER
INSTRUMENTAL NO.
SHORT TALK (History and the importance of his book)
SPECIAL MUSIC
SPEAKER 1
CHORUS TIME
SPEAKER 2
VOCAL SOLO
SPEAKER 3
QUIZ (from the book review)
MUSICAL TIME (audience)
ELDER’S 2 MINUTES
CONGREGATION SONG
BENEDICTION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
BY PROFESSION

Interview 5-8 minutes of your church who has a Profession. And this will be your last question: HOW DID YOU SHARE THE GOSPEL OF GOD TO THE PEOPLE? Give five minutes to each participant to give a message.

SINGSPIRATION
WELCOME/THEME INTRODUCTION
OPENING HYMN
SCRIPTURE READING: MATTHEW 7:1, 2
PRAYER
SPECIAL MUSIC
BIBLE QUIZ (Profession in the Bible)
EXAMPLE:
A fisherman who denied Jesus Christ three times? What is the profession of the man who climb the sycamore tree?
SPECIAL MUSIC
INTERVIEW PORTION
5 MINUTES MESSAGE TO EACH PARTICIPANT
ELDER’S SUMMARY
CLOSING SONG
CLOSING PRAYER
ANNOUNCEMENTS

MUCH BETTER IF THE PARTICIPANTS WEAR A UNIFORM ACCORDING TO THEIR OCCUPATION/PROFESSION.
TALENTS FESTIVAL

THEME INTRODUCTION/PRESIDER

TALENT NO. :

1. WELCOME WITH A SMILE (Explain the importance of smile)
2. SONG LEADER (2–3 SONGS)
3. POEM
4. TRIO (SINGERS)
5. PRAYER
6. BEST NEWS CASTER (AY AND CHURCH ACTIVITIES)
7. SOLO (SINGER)
8. BEST INTERVIEWER
9. INSTRUMENTAL NO.
10. SHORT DRAMA
11. INVITATION (HOW TO INVITE PEOPLE TO AY PROGRAM AT LEAST 2 INVITATIONS)
12. DUET (SINGER)
13. SERMON (5–8 MINUTES)
14. SOLO (SINGER)

ELDER’S TWO MINUTE REMARKS

CLOSING SONG

PRAYER
RADIO AND TV PROGRAM

No time or second wasted.
Before the participants ends his part, the next participant must be at the stage to follow the preceding participant.

SONG SERVICE
HOST /EMCEE
QUARTET
SCRIPTURE READING: REVELATION 3:14-16
PRAYER
QUESTION AND ANSWER PORTION (all questions must come from the bible to be answered by the audience at least 3 questions).
NEWS CAST (church and AY activities)
TRIO
PLAYLET/SHORT DRAMA (15-20 MINUTES)
QUESTION AND ANSWER PORTION (3 MINUTES)
DUET
INTERVIEW
WEATHER NEWS LIVE (faith temperature of the church)
QUESTION AND ANSWER PORTION (3 questions)
SPECIAL MUSIC
10 MINUTE SERMON
AY SPONSOR REMARKS
CLOSING SONG
BENEDICTION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
DENOMINATIONAL HISTORY
Show the origin, Development, Character involved in one feature of church growth.

SINGSPIRATION
WELCOME/THEME INTRODUCTION
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
OPENING SONG
PRAYER
AY NEWS
SPECIAL MUSIC
DENOMINATIONAL HISTORY PART 1
BIBLE DRILL
SPECIAL SONG
DENOMINATIONAL HISTORY PART 2
SONGS TO REMEMBER (one will play the piano, organ, or guitar. After a few measures have been played, the audience will guess the song played).
DENOMINATIONAL HISTORY PART 3
ELDER’S SUMMARY
SING TIME
BENEDICTION
INTERVIEW PROGRAM

With a missionary, a visitor from other country or a balik bayan.

SING TIME
WELCOME/THEME INTRODUCTION
BIBLE READING: NUMBERS 13:17, 18, 25-27
HYMN OF PRAISE
PRAYER
A.Y.S REPORT
BIBLE QUIZ
SPECIAL MUSIC
INTERVIEW
MUSICAL TIME (Audience)
MESSAGES BY A PERSON INTERVIEWED
MEMORY VERSE (Individual or groups)
AY SPONSOR SUMMARY
CLOSING SONG
CLOSING PRAYER
ANNOUNCEMENT
WOMEN OF THE BIBLE

SONG SERVICE THEME INTRODUCTION OPENING SONG
SCRIPTURE READING: RUTH 1:16-17
OPENING PRAYER
FOOD FOR THOUGHT (passages from EG White writings)
SPECIAL MUSIC
AY SPONSORS 2 MINUTES
SPECIAL SONG
BIBLE QUIZ (WOMEN IN THE BIBLE)
SPECIAL MUSIC, (ALL WOMEN)
MESSAGES (THEME CENTERED)
CLOSING SONG
CLOSING PRAYER
FATHER’S AND MOTHER’S DAY

SONG LEADER
WELCOME/THEME INTRODUCTION
POEM
HYMN OF PRAISE
SCRIPTURE READING: EPHESIANS 6:1
PRAYER
SPECIAL MUSIC (HUSBAND AND WIFE)
FATHER’S ROLE IN THE FAMILY (2FATHERS)
DUET
MOTHER’S ROLE IN THE FAMILY (2 MOTHERS)
MUSICAL TIME (CHILD)
CHILDREN WISHES
PINNING OF FLOWERS AND BOUQUET TO ALL PARENTS
SPECIAL SONG (FATHER’S AND MOTHER’S)
MESSAGES (FATHER 5 MINUTES/MOTHER 5 MINUTES)
ELDER’S REMARK
CLOSING SONG
CLOSING PRAYER
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHURCH ANNIVERSARY

SINGSPIRATION
MEDITATION
WELCOME/THEME INTRODUCTION
SING TIME
SCRIPTURE READING: MATTHEW 16:18
PRAYER SONG (OUR FATHER)
SPECIAL MUSIC
CHURCH AT WORK (All main events of the church from the beginning up to the present will be reported by the communication Department of the church)
MUSICAL TIME
INTERVIEW (CHURCH PIONEERING)
READING OF THE NAMES OF ELDER’S FROM THE BEGINNING UP TO THE PRESENT (church clerk)
SPECIAL MUSIC
MESSAGES
PINNING OF FLOWERS
SPECIAL NO
CHURCH Awardees:
   SS Superintendent of the year
   AY Leader of the year &etc
CHORUS (ALL DEPARTMENTAL DIRECTORS)
ELDER’S REMARKS
CONGREGATIONAL SONG
BENEDICTION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
BEST STORY TELLER
(Look for a man who is the best story teller in your church in this program).

SONG SERVICE
SCRIPTURE READING; Matthew 13:1-3
THEME INTRODUCTION
OPENING SONG
PRAYER
MEMORY VERSE
BIBLE DRILL
SPECIAL MUSIC
TESTIMONY
QUARTET
STORY (CHURCH BEST STORY TELLER)
MUSICAL TIME
MESSAGES
AY LEADERS CLOSING SUMMARY
CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
BENEDICTION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SOCIALS TO SAVE

SING TIME
SCRIPTURE READING: 1 TIMOTHY 4:12
QUARTET
PRAYER TIME
THEME INTRODUCTION
MONOLOGUE (enumerate the different kinds of social gathering and its importance especially in soul winning).
SPECIAL MUSIC
SKIT (A young person who was converted by means of social gathering)
SPECIAL SONG
TESTIMONY (DIFFERENT SOCIAL FORMS BASED ON THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY)
DIALOGUE
SPONSOR’S 2 MINUTE SUMMARY
CLOSING SONG
CLOSING PRAYER
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FORUM (SEX AND DATING)

SONG LEADER
THEME INTRODUCTION
SING TIME
FOOD FOR THOUGHT PRAYER
QUARTET
BIBLE DRILL
SPECIAL MUSIC
DISCUSSION (SEX AND DATING SPEAKERS SEATED AROUND THE TABLE
SPECIAL NO
OPEN QUESTION ABOUT THE TOPIC
TESTIMONY
AY SPONSORS REMARK’S
CONGRAGATIONAL SINGING
PRAYER
TESTIMONY HOUR

SINGSPIRATION
MOMENT OF MEDITATION (INSTRUMENTAL OR SOLO)
OPENING SONG
SCRIPTURE READING: ROMANS 8:28
PRAYER TIME
THEME INTRODUCTION
SPECIAL MUSIC
NEWS REPORT
BIBLE DRILL
INSTRUMENTAL NO
SPEAKER 1 AND 2
SURPRISE NO (ALL LATE COMERS WILL SING)
SPEAKER 3 AND 4
AY SPONSORS 2 MINUTE
CONGREGATIONAL SONG
BENEDICTION
HEROES OF THE BIBLE

Why they became a hero.
What Is their secret.
Each participant must wear costumes of any hero Of the bible.
Example: Abraham as the father of faith

SING TIME
MEDITATION
SCRIPTURE READING: ACTS 16:22-24
SING TIME
PRAYER TIME
THEME INTRODUCTION
MEMORY VERSE (INDIVIDUAL)
SPECIAL MUSIC
TESTIMONY (WHY HE/SHE BECAME AN ADVENTIST)
HERO 1, 2, 3, 4
MUSICAL TIME (AUDIENCE)
HERO 4, 5, 6
BIBLE QUIZ (HEROES OF THE BIBLE)
SOLO
MESSAGES (AY SPONSORS)
CLOSING SONG
CLOSING PRAYER
ASK YOUR DOCTOR

SONG SERVICE
POEM (HEALTH)
THEME INTRODUCTION
OPENING SONG
SCRIPTURE READING: 3 JOHN 2
PRAYER
PRESIDER/ANNOUNCEMENTS
BIBLE DRILL
SPECIAL MUSIC
MESSAGES
TRIO
HEALTH LECTURES
INTERMISSION NO (EXERCISE)
ASK YOUR DOCTOR (OPEN QUESTION)
ELDER’S REMARK
SING TIME
PRAYER
MOTHERS DAY

SINGSPiration
Theme Introduction
Poem
Opening Song
Scripture Reading: Proverbs 31:10
Prayer
Bible Quiz (Mothers in the Bible)
Special Music (Selected Mother’s)
Interview (3 Mothers)
Surprise No (All Fathers)
Wishes (From Loved One’s)
Pinning of Flowers to All Mothers
Special Song (All Mothers)
Message (By a Mother)
Special No. (Sons and Daughters)
Mother of the Year: (Give Award)
Elder’s Closing Remarks
Closing Song
Closing Prayer
Announcements
THE SDA DOCTRINE ON PARADE

SING TIME
THEME INTRODUCTION
SCRIPTURE READING: REVELATION 14:6, 7
OPENING HYMN
PRAYER TIME
NEWS CAST
SPECIAL MUSIC
SHORT TALK (ENUMERATE THE SDA DOCTRINE AND ITS IMPORTANTS)
SDA DOCTRINE ON PARADE (A REWARD TO THOSE WHO CAN MEMORIZE THE SAID DOCTRINE)
VOCAL SOLO
BEST OF THE SDA DOCTRINE AND WHY (SELECTED)
SDA DOCTRINE
QUIZ QUARTET
SPONSORS SUMMARY
CLOSING SONG
PRAYER
ANNOUNCEMENTS
BOOKS PROMOTION

Collect as many as you can, the books or writing of EG White. Explain the importance of each book.

SONG LEADER
THEME INTRODUCTION
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
HYMN FOR PRAISE
PRAYER
SPECIAL MUSIC
MESSAGES
1ST GROUP OF BOOKS
SPECIAL NO
2ND GROUP OF BOOKS
QUARTET
3RD GROUP OF BOOKS
QUIZ (WRITINGS OF EG WHITE)
AY LEADERS SUMMARY
CLOSING SONG
CLOSING PRAYER
ANNOUNCEMENTS
TEEN TALKS (YOUTH PROBLEMS)

HYMN TIME (2–3 SONGS)
MEDITATION (INSTRUMENTAL OR VOCAL SOLO)
THEME INTRODUCTION
HYMN FOR PRAISE
SCRIPTURE READING: 2 TIMOTHY 3:1–6
PRAYER TIME
MUSICAL TIME (ALPHABET SONGS FROM A–Z, ONE LETTER EACH PERSON)
CHILDREN’S CHORUS
EXPERIENCES (YOUTH PROBLEMS)
SPECIAL MUSIC
GROUP DYNAMIC
MESSAGES
SPECIAL NO
AY LEADERS 2 MINUTES
CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
BENEDICTION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
PROGRESSIVE PROGRAM

Divide the congregation into groups. For every ten minutes, rotate the leaders of each group.

SING TIME
THEME INTRODUCTION
OPENING SONG
SCRIPTURE READING: ACTS 17:26, 27
AY NEWS
STOP 1 (SINGING THE INSPIRING HYMN WITH SPECIAL NO)
STOP 2 (BIBLE QUIZ)
STOP 3 (STORY)
STOP 4 (FIRST AID DEMONSTRATION)
STOP 5 (TESTIMONIES)
ELDER’S SUMMARY
CLOSING SONG
GROUP BENEDICTION
HEALTH EMPHASIS

SINGSPIRATION
THEME INTRODUCTION
OPENING HYMN
SCRIPTURE READING: GENESIS 1:29
PRAYER
NEWS REPORT (PREVIOUS PROGRAM)
BIBLE QUIZ (FOOD AND HEALTH)
SPECIAL SONG
DIALOGUE (IS VEGETARIAN IMPORTANT)
MUSICAL TIME (AUDIENCE)
QUESTION AND ANSWER PORTION ABOUT VEGETARIAN
AY SPONSOR MESSAGE
CONGREGATIONAL SINGING
BENEDICTION
ANNOUNCEMENT
SPECIALS - SPECIAL

Invite 2 or more AY leaders from other churches to tell their AYS activities and programs in their church. Make some questions for them.

SONG LEADER
POEM
THEME INTRODUCTION
SING TIME
SCRIPTURE READING: 1 TIMOTHY 4:12, 13
PRAYER TIME
AYS NEWS
SPECIAL SONG
MESSAGES
SKIT (ONE OF THE AY ACTIVITIES)
SPECIAL MUSIC
AY LEADER TIME
MUSICAL TIME (ALL AY LEADERS)
AY SPONSOR’S 2 MINUTE REMARK
CONGREGATIONAL SONG
BENEDICTION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
PANEL DISCUSSION (BEST YOUTH DRESSED, GROOM AND CHARACTER)

SING TIME
WELCOME
HYMN OF PRAISE
SCRIPTURE READING: 1 PETER 3:3–5
PRAYER TIME
AY NEWS
SPECIAL MUSIC
BIBLE DRILL
SPEAKER 1 (BEST YOUTH DRESSED)
MUSICAL TIME (AUDIENCE)
SPEAKER 2 (GROOM)
SPECIAL NO
SPEAKER 3 (CHARACTER)
OPEN QUESTION
AY SPONSORS 2 MINUTE REMARKS
CONGREGATIONAL SONG
BENEDICTION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SABBATH FOR THE AGED

SING TIME
INTRODUCTION OF THE THEME
OPENING HYMN
SCRIPTURE READING: GENESIS 5:27
PRAYER TIME
BIBLE QUIZ (OLD ONES IN THE BIBLE)
SPECIAL MUSIC (AY CHURCH OFFICERS)
INTERVIEW (FIRST 5 OLDER ONES)
MUSICAL TIME
MESSAGE (VERY OLD ONE)
SPECIAL SONG (ALL 60 YRS OLD AND ABOVE) (AND WILL REMAIN STANDING, AS THE AY OFFICERS WILL PIN FLOWERS TO THEM).
SPECIAL PRAYER
ELDER’ S REMARK
CONGREGATIONAL SONG
BENEDICTION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
FATHER’S DAY

SONG SERVICE
THEME INTRODUCTION
SCRIPTURE READING: EPHESIANS 6:4
OPENING SONG
OPENING PRAYER
AY NEWS
SPECIAL MUSIC (SELECTED FATHERS)
WHO AM I (A FATHER WILL TELL A STORY OF A FATHER IN THE BIBLE, AND SAY, WHO AM I, THE AUDIENCE WILL GUESS. 1-10 PARTICIPANTS.
VOCAL SOLO (FATHER)
TESTIMONY (2 FATHERS)
SURPRISE NO (ALL MOTHERS)
PINNING OF FLOWERS AND BOUQUET TO ALL FATHERS
WISHES (FROM ALL LOVED ONES)
FATHER OF THE YEAR (GIVE AWARD)
MUSICAL TIME (SONS AND DAUGHTERS)
MESSAGES
ELDER’S REMARK
CONGREGATIONAL SONG
BENEDICTION
AY CELEBRATE FAMILY THANKSGIVING

SING TIME
THEME INTRODUCTION
ANNOUNCEMENTS
LEARN NEW SONG
SCRIPTURE READING: GENESIS 8:18-22
PRAYER
PRESIDER
BIBLE QUIZ
SPECIAL MUSIC (FAMILY)
MESSAGES
PLAYLET (A FAMILY WILL PLAY, HOW THEY WILL GIVE THANKS AND WORSHIP GOD IN THEIR HOME).
SPECIAL THANKSGIVING TIME (EACH FAMILY WILL GIVE THANKS UNTO THE LORD IN WORDS OR IN OFFERINGS).
ELDER’S REMARK
CONGREGATIONAL SONG
BENEDICTION
MUSICAL PROGRAM

SONG SERVICE
WHAT IS MUSIC (AY SECRETARY)
THEME INTRODUCTION
OPENING SONG
SCRIPTURE READING: PSALM 98:1-6
PRAYER SONG (OUR FATHER)
PRESIDER
MEMORY VERSE HYMN INDIVIDUAL
1ST 3 SONGS: THE ELDERS – 1 SONG
    DUET HUSBAND AND WIFE –
    1 SONG PRIMARY CLASS – 2 SONGS
SONG GAME
2ND 3 SONGS: THE DEACONS
    INSTRUMENTAL NO JUNIOR CLASS –
    2 SONGS CONGREGATIONAL SINGING (ACTION SONG)
MESSAGES
3RD 3 SONGS: AYS OFFICERS
    QUARTET
    SINGING GROUP
ELDER’S REMARK
CONGREGATIONAL SONG
BENEDICTION
BIBLE QUIZ FESTIVAL

Divide the congregation into 4 groups. Each group must have a teacher, who will be the one to give the quiz., every 15 min. the teacher will move to another group until its finish.

Sing time
Theme introduction
Scripture reading: 2 timothy 3:16-17
Special music
Subject: science (1-10)
   Ex.: A is for what God created on the sixth day (animals); W is for what was made out of the rib of man. (woman)

SPECIAL MUSIC
SUBJECT: ARITHMETIC (1-10)
   EX. How many disciples did Jesus have? Plus the no. of tribes of Israel minus the number of tabernacle that Peter proposed to build on the Mount of Transfiguration.
Answer.
SUBJECT: BIBLE (1-10)
   Ex. What is the book of origin? (Genesis)

DUET
GENERAL QUESTIONS (1-10)
   Ex.: how many beast appeared in Daniel’ sdream? (Dan. 7:3)

MESSAGES
A.Y. SPONSOR’ S SUMMARY
CLOSING SONG
CLOSING PRAYER
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PROGRAM

Invite a Pastor from our mission or conferences or union for this program.

SONG SERVICE
MEDITATION
WELCOME/ THEME INTRODUCTION
HYMN OF PRAISE
SCRIPTURE READING: MATTHEW 22:29
PRAYER TIME
A.Y. NEWS
BIBLE DRILL
SPECIAL MUSIC
TESTIMONY
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS (AY Department and SDA Doctrine;)( Pastors will be the one to answer the questions)
MUSICAL TIME (Audience)
MESSAGES (Pastor)
SPONSOR’S 2 MINUTES
CLOSING SONG
CLOSING PRAYER
ANNOUNCEMENTS
PROGRAM ON PROPER HOME

Sing inspiration
Announcements
Opening hymn
Scripture reading: Genesis 2:23, 24
Opening Prayer
Theme Introduction
News Cast
Bible drill
Special music
Messages
Trio
Dialogue (Proper Home)
Chorus time
Experiences (Centered around the meeting theme)
Vocal Solo
A.Y. sponsor’s
Closing Remarks
Closing Song
Closing Prayer
LIFE STORY DAY
Ask a consecrated Church member to tell his life story. Be sure to emphasize that his life experience will lead the youth to Christ – not away from Him.

Song Service
Theme Introduction
Opening Song
Scripture Reading: ACTS 26:19–20
Prayer
Musical Time
Bible Drill
Messages
Special Music
Life Story
Congregational Singing (2 choruses or action songs)
Memory verse (Individual or group)
Sponsor’s Summary
Closing song
Benediction
Announcements
FATHER’S AND SON’S DAY

Singspiration
Meditation (instrumental/solo)
Welcome/Theme introduction
Duet
Scripture Reading: judges 14:3
Opening Prayer
Bible Quiz (Father to Son’s in the Bible)
Special Music
Interview (3 Fathers & sons)
Duet
Messages
Wishes (Fathers to Sons, Sons to Fathers)
Special Song (All Fathers & Sons)
Giving of something or Gift to all fathers and sons from AY department
Chorus (Selected Mothers & Daughters)
Elder’s Summary
Congregational Song
Benediction
Announcements
MEN OF THE BIBLE (MEN’S PARTICIPANT)

Singspiration
Welcome/theme Introduction
Hymn of Praise
Scripture Reading: Exodus 3:10, 11
Prayer
AY News (Men Event in the Bible)
Special Music
Bible quiz (Men in the Bible)
Introduction of the 12 Disciples:
(Each participant will act as a disciple of Jesus Christ, and each will tell his short story and guess who he is).
Musical time (all men)
Short Drama (men in the bible)
Messages
AY leader’s 2 minutes
Sing Time
Prayer
Announcements
PREACHING FESTIVAL
This is open to everybody in category form. (8-10 minutes sermon)
Singspiration
Theme Introduction
Opening Song
Scripture Reading: Matthew 24:14
Prayer
Musical Time
Category 1: (15 years old below)
Special music
Category 2: (16-35 years old)
Instrumental number
Category 3: (36 and above)
Duet
Awards: (Best in sermon design, delivery, attire)
AY Adviser’s 2 Minutes
Closing Song
Closing Prayer
Announcements
BUZZ SESSION

Divide the congregation into groups. The AY leader will be the one to give a problem or a case to each group. Each group must select a leader.
Secretary - to take note the opinion of each member
Reporter
Sing time
Poem
Opening for thought: Matthew 22: 23-28
Prayer
Theme introduction/ presider
Groupings
News cast (AY activities past/ coming)
Special music
Messages
Group Session (15 minutes discussion)
Special number
Group reporting
Discussion (if there is any reaction about the report)
AY leader’s summary
Closing Song
Group benediction
Announcements
STEWARDSHIP FOR A.Y.

Singspiration
Scripture reading: 1 Corinthians 4:2
Theme introduction
Opening song
Prayer time
AY secretary reports (Previous AY program)
Special Music
Bible Marking
Dialogue (Stewardship for AY)
Quartet
Memory verse (Individual)
Elder’s Summary
Closing Hymn
Closing Prayer
Announcements
THE BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT ON PARADE

Song service
Opening song
Scripture reading: *John 3:16*
Prayer
Theme Introduction/ Announcements
Memory Verse (individual New testament)
Special music
Message
Book of the new testaments on parade (a reward to those who can memorize the book of the New Testament in order)
Chorus time (Audience)
Bible quiz (New testament)
Elder’s Remarks
Closing song
Closing prayer
MOTHER’S & DAUGHTER’S DAY

Song Service
Poem
Theme introduction
Opening Song
Scripture reading: Ruth 1:16, 17
Prayer
Bible drill
Special Music (mother & Daughter)
Messages
Interview (1-4 Mothers) A mother to her daughter
Last 2 questions: Mother’s best to her daughter
Mother’s wish for her Daughter.
Duet
Interview (1-4 daughters) to her mother
Last 2 questions: daughter’s best for her mother
Daughter’s wish for her mother
Special number (mother & Daughter)
Pinning of flowers to all mothers & daughters
Sponsor’s Remarks
Closing song
Closing prayer
CONVERSION DAY

The speakers will tell how they are converted
Singspiration
Scripture reading: John 4:16-19
Announcements
Opening song
Prayer
Bible drill
Special song
Prayer
Bible drill
Special Song
Speaker
A.
B.
Special music Speaker
C.
D.
Congregational song (choruses or action song)
AY Adviser’s summary
Closing song
Closing Prayer
SLIDE SHOW OR VIDEO PROGRAM

Song leader
Theme introduction
Sing time
Scripture reading: Daniel 8:1
Prayer
Special Music
Memory verse (Individual)
Messages
Quartet
It's show time
Musical time (audience)
Elder's 2 minutes summary
Closing song
Closing prayer
Announcements
ALL SOULS DAY

Singspiration
Theme introduction/announcements
Bibie readings about soul: Genesis 2:7
Opening hymn
Prayer
Bible quiz
Instrumental number
Surprise question to the individual (what is a Soul?)
Special Music
Sponsor’s 2 minutes
Congregational singing
Benediction
DECEMBER DREAMS (SPECIAL THANKS TO GOD)

Singspiration
Welcome/theme introduction
Poem
Hymn time
Scripture reading: Psalm 98
Prayer
AYS reports (all AY activities from January to December)
Special song
Speaker 1 (be thankful for our faith, 3 minutes)
Speaker 2 (be thankful for the spirit of prophecy, 3 minutes)
Special Music
Speaker 3 (be thankful for our health message)
Speaker 4 (be Thankful for forgiveness, 3 min.)
Special music
Testimonies (centered on meeting theme)
AYS adviser’s 2 minutes
Surprise (you may now wish to ask the children to tell the things they are most thankful for)
Special number
AYS awardees for the “Most” and “Best” of the year
AYS leader’s last word to remember for the year
Closing song
Benediction
Announcements
EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Invite other AY societies nearby to meet the present one of their programs. An exchange of programs can give variety, perspective, and a new approach to an AY society.

CHURCH SCHOOL OR ACADEMY DAY
If one of our schools is near your church, ask for a program presentation sponsored by their Junior Missionary Society or school in general.

TEMPERANCE DAY
Many interesting plays are available if you will contact the temperance department in your church to present a program which may be given at your AY meetings.

PATHFINDER/MASTER GUIDE CLUB DAY
Ask your pathfinder of Master Guide club to present an AY program.

BIRTHDAY PROGRAM
Have a program given those having birthday in a certain month or quarter.

LITERATURE EVANGELIST PROGRAM
How long has it since you asked the Literature Evangelist to put on an experience meeting at the AY hour? Their unique experience will always bring inspiration and a deeper desire to witness for Christ.

INVESTITURE
Make plan for one year to culminate your AY class work.

OPERATION DOORBELL
Advertise a “share your Faith” Sabbath. Arrange for literature and territory, so the whole society may go out to knock on doors and visit with the people in their arrange district. This is called “Adventuring”. After 30-40 minutes of this spiritual adventuring have the society reassembles and relates their experiences. This kind of program encourages universal and at the time holds before our youth ideals of home heroes

MINI CONCERT
Invite choir singing groups or singers to make this program realize.
SABBATH FOR MISSIONARY LETTER
Letter from AY Societies of the other countries greatly held to tie youth together. They help youth to realize that the AY movement is a world-wide one. If you can secure letter from other societies in other countries, you can advertise for example: “Indonesia AYS will visit our society next Sabbath.” The letters that have come can be read, and talk can be given on the characteristic and custom of the people from the country you are introducing. This kind of program takes planning and much work in advance your letters to other societies in the Philippines and in abroad.

COURT TRIALS
Court trial your faith...